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Exemplar for internal assessment resource Accounting for Achievement Standard 90982 

 Grade Boundary: Low Excellence 

1. For Excellence, the student needs to demonstrate comprehensive understanding of 
cash management for a small entity. 
 
This means: 
 

• explaining key information for the entity on financial documents 
• explaining how and why the entity’s key cash control procedures safeguard 

cash. 
 
The student has demonstrated comprehensive understanding of cash management 
for their household. Using a transcript of an interview, the student explains their 
household’s methods of receiving and spending funds, and how these methods 
safeguard funds (1).  
 
The importance of retaining financial documents and monitoring the bank balance 
has also been explained (2). 
 
The key pieces of information on four source documents are explained from the 
viewpoint of members of the household. The student has engaged with the 
documents, referring only to information that is actually used (3). 
 
For a more secure Excellence, the student could: 
 

• base explanations only on the interview responses, for example, the report 
refers to the use of a Visa card that is not referenced in the interview.  

• explain the significance of EFTPOS cards having pin numbers in terms of 
how this safeguards cash 

• explain how all of the key pieces of information on the source documents 
are significant to the user, for example, for the brother who has received a 
pay slip.  
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Interview notes were provided. The interviewee’s responses are consistent with the information in the 
report with the exception of the cash payments section which referred only to cash, EFTPOS and 
automatic payments. 
 
Report 
 

Cash receipts 
 Mum and dad both receive their income by direct credit. Mum’s salary goes into the bank account 

every second Tuesday. Dad’s wages go in every Thursday.  
 They also receive Working for Families from Inland Revenue by direct credit. Direct credit means 

the money is automatically transferred to a bank account.  
Direct credit is a safe way to receive income because the money is transferred directly to the bank and 
is therefore safe. Direct credits are shown on the bank statement. A long time ago mum used to be paid 
by cheque and she had to wait for the cheque to be cleared before she could use her money. Dad used 
to be paid in cash and he would have to go to the bank to deposit most of the money so that bills could 
be paid. 
 
Cash on hand 
Twice a week mum withdraws money from an ATM machine for her and dad to use. They keep this 
cash on hand safe by only keeping small amounts of money in their wallet. They do this because if a 
wallet is lost then not much money will be lost. This also stops mum and dad from overspending 
because they cannot spend what they don’t have in their wallets. They can draw out more money using 
EFTPOS but they have to think about this and it might stop them from withdrawing more.  
 
Cash payments 
 Mum uses cash to pay for low cost stuff like bottles of milk, bread or to give us lunch money. She 

withdraws money twice a week for making small payments. She doesn’t like carrying around large 
sums of money and not having much stops her from buying without thinking. In addition, 
withdrawing money twice a week means that she pays less in bank fees.  

 Mum and dad both have EFTPOS cards on the same bank account. They use EFTPOS to pay for 
things like groceries and petrol. EFTPOS is good because the cards have a pin number. EFTPOS 
payments are recorded on the bank statement.  

 Regular payments of the same amount, like the mortgage, insurance and school fees, are paid by 
automatic payment. Mum and dad have set these up so that the amounts are automatically paid 
from the bank account to the receiver on due dates. The good thing about automatic payments is 
that you don’t even have to think about them so there is no chance that you will be late paying. 
Automatic payments are recorded on the bank statement. 

 Mum and dad also have a joint Visa card. They use this for big or unexpected costs like holidays or 
car repairs. They don’t carry the card around with them so they can’t use it for on-the-spot 
spending. 

 

Knowledge of bank balances 
 Mum keeps bills that arrive in the mail so she can check that the details are correct and that she is 

not being charged too much. Mum checks the bills and accounts to see if they are correct so she 
won’t pay for bills which are not ours. She also likes to compare this year’s costs, such as for 
power, with what we were paying last year.  

 They used to get bank statements through the mail but now mum and dad check them online. This 
is good because you can check the bank balances at any time but before the statements were only 
sent once a month. Mum thinks checking online is good because to see the information you have to 
have a password, but if you receive a statement through the mail someone else could open the 
envelope and see how much money you have and your personal business.  
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 Mum thinks checking bank statements is important because it tells her how much there is in the 
accounts. This helps to avoid overspending and going into overdraft which can cost a lot in interest 
and fees.  

 
Financial statements 
 
Receipt from Aotea Finance Ltd 
Important information on 

the document 
Why it is important 

Date This is important because Aotea Finance charges a fee if payments 
are overdue so dad will want proof of when he paid.  

Amount Dad has to pay $100 a fortnight but this payment was for $150. 
Paying extra will pay off the loan quicker and mean he pays less 
interest.  

Payment method This shows that dad made the payment in cash, rather than by 
EFTPOS or internet transfer.  

 
Tax invoice from Mercury Energy 
Important information on 

the document 
Why it is important 

Payment due by Mum needs to know the latest date she can pay the bill if she wants 
to get the quick payment discount.  

Amount due This is the amount she will have to pay to get the discount.  
Amount due after This is the amount she will have to pay if she doesn’t pay on time. 

Sometimes this is the amount mum pays as she can’t always afford 
to pay on time. 

 
My brother’s pay slip from NZ Labour Hire 
Important information on 

the document 
Why it is important 

Location and hours This shows what my brother was paid for the hours he worked at his 
relief labourer jobs.  

Net pay He checks that this amount agrees with what was paid into his bank 
account. 

Year to date This shows my brother what he has earned and what deductions 
have been made so far for the year. 

 
Cash register tape from supermarket 
Important information on 

the document 
Why it is important 

Amount paid This is the most important information for mum. She tries to keep 
within a budget of $175 each week for the groceries and only buys 
just what we need. If the grocery shop is much over $175 she checks 
that she has been charged specials prices or not charged twice for 
something. 

Ads on the back of the 
tape 

Mum has a quick look at the coupons on the back of the tape as 
sometimes there are good savings, like a two for one movie ticket 
which she used a few months ago for my sister’s birthday. 

Fuel voucher Mum uses the fuel voucher  which gives discount of 4c per litre on 
petrol from Z stations. She tears the voucher off the cash register 
tape before throwing the tape away. 
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Exemplar for internal assessment resource Accounting for Achievement Standard 90982 

 Grade Boundary: High Merit 

2. For Merit, the student needs to demonstrate in-depth understanding of cash 
management for a small entity. 
 
This means: 
 

• describing key information for the entity on financial documents 
• describing how the entity’s key cash control procedures safeguard cash. 

 
The student has demonstrated in-depth understanding of cash management for their 
household. Using a transcript of an interview with their mother, the student describes 
methods of receiving and spending funds, and describes how these methods 
safeguard funds. For example, the student has transcribed their mother’s reference 
to ‘direct debit’ instead of ‘direct credit’, while conveying a clear understanding of the 
method (1).  
 
The key pieces of information on four source documents are described or explained 
from the viewpoint of the household members. The student has engaged with the 
documents, referring only to information that is actually used (2).  
 
To reach Excellence, the student could: 
 

• provide explanations containing reasons why the cash control methods are 
of benefit to the household 

• ensure that explanations are consistent with the interview transcript, for 
example, the transcript does not refer to a maximum of $100 cash being 
held in the mother’s wallet.  
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Interview      
 

Question Response 
How do you receive your 
income? 

By direct debit – people put a set amount of money in my account on a set 
date. 
By cash – for night classes. 
By cheques – small from people, bigger from businesses. 
Internet banking – if I sell something on TradeMe. 

Why do you use these 
methods? 

Direct debit/online transfer is safest – no cash, money goes in and clears in 
time for automatic payments. 
Cheques are safer than cash if crossed ‘non transferable’. 

Do you keep any documents 
relating to income received? 

Payslips. I keep them for preparing my tax return. 

Do you keep up-to-date with 
your bank balance? 

Yes, 2-3 times a week I check my balance online. If I see there won’t be 
enough funds in my main account for automatic payments or shopping I 
transfer from my savings account. 

What different methods of 
payment do you use? What 
do you use each method for? 

Cheque – write to a specific person and send it. 
Online bill payments – to pay people directly, e.g. Mitre 10 or the vet bill. 
Automatic payment – regular payment so I don’t forget, such as rent. 
Cash – to buy things from shops. 
EFTPOS – same as cash but easier and safer. 
Visa debit card – buying online and from overseas. 

What documents do you 
keep for payments? 

Receipts are kept only if they might be used in the future. For example, she 
will keep the receipt for a heater in case she has to claim on the warranty. 
She will keep the Postshop receipt for the car registration in case the 
registration label from the car is stolen. 
Mum also keeps her payslips but these are emailed to her so she just keeps 
the emails. (She used to file the paper copies of payslips.)  

 
Report  
 

CASH RECEIPTS 
 Cash Control Method – Direct debit 
How the entity uses the cash control method: xxxx’s boss puts her salary into her bank account using direct debit. 
This method helps the entity to manage and safeguard cash because: xxxx uses direct debit because she had no 
choice but it is good because there is no chance of cash getting lost or stolen. The income goes into xxxx’s bank 
and there is a record of the amount received, who paid it and the date.  
 Cash Control Method – Cash 
How the entity uses the cash control method: When xxxx teaches craft classes people will usually pay her in cash. 
This method helps the entity to manage and safeguard cash because: When she is paid from her craft classes she 
ticks the name of the person who has paid her. She puts the money in her wallet but only up to $100. Anything 
over $100 she banks in case it gets lost or stolen. 
 Cash Control Method – Internet transfer 
How the entity uses the cash control method: When xxxx sells something on TradeMe the buyer transfers money 
to her bank account. 
This method helps the entity to manage and safeguard cash because: Internet transfer is the only way to get 
money for what xxxx sells because she doesn’t let people come to the house and pick up. They transfer money 
from their account to her account. It is quick and safe.  
CASH PAYMENTS 
 Cash Control Method – Cash 
How the entity uses the cash control method: xxxx pays for small purchases and everyday items with cash 
normally.  
This method helps the entity to manage and safeguard its cash because: Using cash is simple for xxxx because 
once she has bought something or paid off something the money left over in her wallet is how much she has left 
over overall to spend on herself. When she pays by cash she keeps her cash safe by not keeping more than one 
hundred dollars in her wallet. 
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 Online bill payments 
How the entity uses the cash control method: xxxx simply goes to her internet banking website to make transfers 
and payments over the internet. 
This method helps the entity to manage and safeguard its cash because: xxxx can sit in the comfort of her own 
home and pay her bills and it is safer as she doesn’t need to carry cash around to pay bills. The bank deals with 
the money going to the right account.  
 EFTPOS 
How the entity uses the cash control method: xxxx pays for her shopping at New World using her EFTPOS card 
which takes money directly out of her bank account and transfers it to New World. 
This method helps the entity to manage and safeguard its cash because: xxxx pays for her shopping using her 
EFTPOS card. This way she doesn’t need to carry a large amount of money. She also knows her EFTPOS card is 
protected by a PIN number so it can’t be used if it is lost or stolen.  
 Cheque 
How the entity uses the cash control method: When xxxx writes a cheque she writes it to a specific person and 
sends it through the mail. 
This method helps the entity to manage and safeguard its cash because: It is safer for xxxx to send a cheque 
through the mail than to send money. She writes ‘non negotiable’ across the cheque and she crosses out ‘or 
bearer’ therefore only the person whose name is written on the cheque can deposit it into their bank account.  

 
The student has provided a similar explanation for automatic payments. 
 
Financial documents (documents were attached and relevant sections highlighted) 
 
1 Tax invoice/receipt from Mair Motors Ltd  
 a Particulars – this shows what was paid for, WOF inspection and repairs. The repairs included 

fitting a new muffler and replacing two tyres. This is important because it states what the garage 
has done If there was a problem with the WOF, for example if the car was too loud, dad could go 
back to the garage because the invoice said that the muffler was replaced. 

 b 
The amount, $560.05. Dad can keep track of how much the car is costing him to keep on the road. 
He budgets for car repairs each year so this information is compared to his budget. 

 c “Thank you for your payment”. This is proof that dad actually paid the amount. If Mair Motors 
comes back to him demanding he pay the invoice he can show that he already has.  

   
2 My brother’s payslip from Countdown 
 a Hours worked and hourly rate – xxxx checks this to make sure the payslip shows the correct 

number of hours he worked the previous week. He works a minimum of 14 hours a week but 
sometimes a few hours extra. 

 b Kiwisaver – he likes to see how much his Kiwisaver balance has increased.  
   
3 Contact Energy power and gas account 
 a Total amount due – this is the most important information on the page. Mum wants to know how 

much the bill is for. The same day as the bill arrives she goes online and sets up an internet 
payment for the date that the bill must be paid for. This means she won’t forget about paying and 
will be sure to get the discount for paying on time. 

 b Due date – this is important so that mum pays in time to get the discount.  
 c Monthly usage graph on the back of the bill – mum looks at this to check that the bill is not much 

more than it was the same time last year. If it is, she will think back about whether we used much 
more hot water or some way used much more power than the same time last year.  

 
A fourth document has been described in a similar way. 
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Exemplar for internal assessment resource Accounting for Achievement Standard 90982 

 Grade Boundary: Low Merit 

3. For Merit, the student needs to demonstrate in-depth understanding of cash 
management for a small entity. 
 
This means: 
 

• describing how the entity’s key cash control procedures safeguard cash. 
• describing key information for the entity on financial documents. 

 
The student has demonstrated in-depth understanding of cash management for their 
household. The student provides descriptions (1) and an explanation (2), of cash 
control methods and how these safeguard the household’s cash. These represent a 
small proportion of the information gathered from the interviewee.  

 
The student has described most parts of each of the four source documents (3). 
 
For a more secure Merit, the student could: 
 

• ensure that the cash control methods referred to in the interview transcript 
are referenced in the report; for example, reference to EFTPOS and direct 
debit could be deleted and other information, consistent with the transcript, 
could be included 

• identify only key aspects of each document and describe them in terms of 
their actual relevance and usage (3). 
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The student provided their interview notes. The following summary of key points illustrates the 
connection between the interview and the report. 
 
 A salary is received by direct credit to the account. 
 Family tax credit is paid directly to a separate account. 
 Cash on hand is kept safe by placing it in a wallet. 
 Bill payments are paid by internet banking because it is convenient and secure. 
 Credit card is used because it is convenient, secure and minimises cash needed to be carried. 
 Cheques are used if the store doesn’t accept credit cards and there is no cash on hand. 
 Bills are checked as being correct before payment is made. 
 Bills are paid on time by making a note on the invoice for the due date required. 
 Automatic payment is used which quickly pays the specific amount that needs to be paid. 
 Bills are kept for reference for payments. 
 Bank statements are checked on line and used for reconciliation. 
 
Report 
 

Cash control procedure How it manages and safeguards cash 
Mum has her salary paid 
directly into her bank account 
by direct credit. 

This safeguards mum’s cash by her not having to carry around a 
large amount of money which may be stolen.  

My mum also receives money 
from family tax credits. 

Family tax credit helps working parents with many children in the 
family. This debit inland revenue and credit my mum’s account. 
This procedure safeguards cash by minimising having to carry 
around a large amount of money which may be stolen. 

Mum pays for our 
food/clothing items using an 
EFTPOS card or credit card. It 
takes money directly from her 
bank account to pay the 
supermarket/shop for the 
food/clothing item. 

This procedure safeguards my mum’s cash because money is 
protected by a pin number so if it is stolen/misplaced/lost no-one 
can activate their account and take money from it. Also by using an 
EFTPOS/credit card they will only be able to spend the amount of 
money inside that account. How much they spend will be seen on 
their bank account online or by mail in paper form. 

Mum mainly pays for bills 
using online banking. 

This procedure safeguards cash by using the Westpac’s online 
system which provides safeguard software for you and your card 
and also your ID. It takes money from her bank account and 
transfers it straight to whatever payment you’re paying. 

Another type of payment used 
by mum is cheque at the Post 
Office. 

This procedure safeguards her cash by carrying the cash over to 
the counter to pay the bill. Another option is paying the bills at the 
Post Office with an EFTPOS card. It provides convenience and 
security for mum but it can be time consuming. 

Another type of payment used 
by mum is to pay the bill by 
automatic payment. 

This procedure safeguards cash by paying the bills on time so there 
is no late payment charges, provided there is enough money in the 
account on the date the payment is to be made. Also you can 
control this procedure, for example, change the date or the amount 
to pay. 

Another type of payment used 
by mum is to pay the bill by 
direct debit. 

This procedure safeguards cash in a way automatic payment does. 
Paying the bills on time to prevent late payment charges. Only 
difference is we cannot control it. 

 
 
 
Financial statements  
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Bay of Plenty Energy electricity account 
BOP Energy’s name and 
contact details 

So mum can ring BOP Energy about her account statement, 
because… 

Name This is so mum knows the account statement is for her. 
Date This is so mum can keep her statements in order and refer back 

to a previous statement. 
Total balance This is so mum knows how much she has to pay for power. 
Due date This shows when mum has to pay the bill by. 
After due date This shows how much mum will have to pay if she doesn’t make 

the payment by the due date. 
Payment options This shows how mum can pay off her account using internet, 

telephone banking, cheque payment or direct debit. 
 
Countdown cash register tape 
Company name: 
Countdown 

So mum knows where she spent her money. 

Phone number So if mum wants to query any of the purchase details she has a 
contact phone number. 

You were served by So mum knows the name of the checkout operator, why? 
Time So mum knows the exact time her purchase took place. 
Itemised groceries  This is for mum to check she paid the prices for the items as she 

expected. She can check that all the items charged were actually 
items she purchased. 

Total So mum knows how much she spent and can compare to her 
bank statement. 

Date So mum can check her bank statement to see the correct amount 
was paid out. 

Onecard savings To show mum how much she gained from using her Onecard. 
 
Bank statement 
Account name and address So ASB knows where to send the statement and who the 

statement belongs to. 
Customer number For customer identification for ASB. 
Opening date Identifies the period the statement starts. 
Details So mum and dad can see who they paid and who paid in money to 

their account. 
Withdrawal So mum and dad know what withdrawals were paid out of their 

account. 
Deposit So mum and dad know that deposits were paid into their account. 
Balance So mum and dad know how much money is in their account and 

can check against what was coming in and out of their account. 
 
Similar information has been provided about an EFTPOS receipt. 
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Exemplar for internal assessment resource Accounting for Achievement Standard 90982 

 Grade Boundary: High Achieved 

4. For Achieved, the student needs to demonstrate understanding of cash 
management for a small entity. 
 
This means: 
 

• identifying key information on financial documents 
• identifying the entity’s key cash control procedures to safeguard cash. 

 
The student has demonstrated understanding of cash management for their 
household. The student has identified income and payment methods (1), and cash 
control procedures (2).  
 
Descriptions of how the methods and procedures safeguard cash have been 
provided (3).  

Key information for the household on four source documents has been identified (4). 
 
To reach Merit, the student could: 
 

• describe in greater detail the cash control methods and how they 
specifically safeguard cash, for example by saying why having six weeks to 
pay a credit card account safeguards cash 

• be more accurate in their responses, for example by avoiding reference to 
cheques as cash. 
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Interview notes are included and show that the report is consistent with the transcript. 
 
Report 
 

How income is received How does this safeguard cash? 
Wages direct credited to her bank account  This saves her having to carry cash which 

means she won’t be tempted to spend cash 
and won’t lose too much money if it’s stolen or 
lost.   

Dividends by cheque   Cash can only be put into her bank account 
and cash can be mailed by post. But she still 
has to put cash into a bank account to receive 
money which means she could lose the 
cheque. 

How cash on hand is kept safe?  
She only carries small amounts of cash in her 
handbag and keeps the rest in the bank. She 
makes payments for goods and services by 
direct credit, direct debit or automatic 
payment, EFTPOS, cheque and online banking. 

This makes it less likely to lose money. She can 
trace where her money has gone because she 
will have money on her bank statement to 
check against invoices and other accounts. 

Documents regarding income or cash received 
Payslips, invoices, receipts and bank 
statements are kept in bags relating to 
different periods and also in spreadsheet on 
computer  

This can prove she has made payments so she 
won’t have to pay again and see where her 
money has gone and when so she can find 
ways of saving money 

 
Methods of payment How does this safeguard cash? 

  
Cash is used for small amounts under $10 Sometimes more convenient 
EFTPOS is used for food, petrol, bills Convenient and accepted  almost everywhere 
Credit card for food, petrol and other goods Convenient and have six weeks to pay 
Cheque for school expenses and some bills Can give to daughter to pass on, saves 

physically having to pay 
 

Paying bills on time How does this safeguard cash? 
Putting away bills that have been paid, note in 
diary updated regularly   

Saves penalties, interest and bank fees by 
paying on time 

Keep up-to-date with bank balance   
Check online banking for my account balance  To see what payments have gone through 
 
Financial documents  
 
Payslip from Jaycar Limited 
 

Most important information Why this is important 
Net pay This is how much you are ending up with for the week. 
Overtime hours To check you are being paid for the extra hours you worked. 
Student loan payment To check the loan is still being repaid 
 
Similar information has been identified for three other documents 
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Exemplar for internal assessment resource Accounting for Achievement Standard 90982 

 Grade Boundary: Low Achieved 

5. For Achieved, the student needs to demonstrate understanding of cash 
management for a small entity. 
 
This means: 
 

• identifying key information on financial documents 
• identifying the entity’s key cash control procedures to safeguard cash. 

 
The student has demonstrated understanding of cash management for their 
household. The student has accurately identified cash control measures that are 
consistent with interview responses (1).  
 
Some measures that safeguard cash are identified (2).  

The student has identified the information from four source documents that is likely 
to be of most use to household members (3). 
 
For a more secure Achieved, the student could: 
 

• ensure that responses are consistent with information gathered from the 
interview 

• provide further evidence to state why or how cash is safeguarded by each 
control measure 

• explain key aspects from source documents, using the context of the 
household rather than using generic terms (3). 
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Interview notes are included. 
 
Report 
 
 

Method of payment Yes/No Used for Why? 
Cash Yes Petrol. Lotto, small 

stuff 
Saves EFTPOS and bank fees 

EFTPOS  Yes Groceries, big 
payments 

Easy 

Cheque Yes Only when she posts Only when she posts 
Credit card Yes Only if she has to Out of town things 
 
 
Cash Received 

Control How this safeguards cash 
Mum’s wages are paid by 
direct credit into her bank 
account  

Less chance of spending it or losing it. 

Mum deposits money from 
Trademe sales straight into 
her bank account 

Ensures that no cash is lost 
This is inconsistent with interview transcript which says that 
Trademe funds are transferred to her account by internet 
transfer 

Mum checks always when 
money is deposited or 
withdrawn  

So that no money is lost or put it that shouldn’t be 

Mum keeps minimal cash 
at home 

So that if we are burgled it doesn’t all get taken  

 
Cash Paid  

Control How this safeguards cash 
Mum uses a cheque to pay 
for bills 

Mum does this because only the business that is named on the 
cheque can receive the money  

Mum sometimes uses 
direct credit to pay for bills 

Mum does this so she can check that she has paid and money 
can’t be taken 
The interview, and summary chart shown above, do not refer to 
direct debit (called ‘direct credit’ by student). 

Mum keeps all the receipts  Mum does this so she has a proof of purchase and so that she 
knows where the money is going 

Mum takes out a little bit of 
cash to pay for little items  

Mum does this so she doesn’t have to make silly little 
transactions 

She has a weekly budget 
for groceries and bills 

Mum does this so she doesn’t go into overdraft 
There is no interview response to suggest that there is a weekly 
budget for groceries and bills 
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Financial documents 
 
Cash register tape from City Markets (fresh produce store) 
 

Key Information Why this information is useful for the entity 
Date Future reference in the event of a query 
Details of items purchased For checking the correct goods were sold to the person and in 

case you need to use a warranty 
A warranty is not provided for fruit and vegetables 

Change given As cash was paid, a record of the amount given back to the 
purchaser 

 
Tax Invoice/Statement from Beaurepaires 
 

Key Information Why this information is useful for the entity 
Company name and 
address 

To know who to send payment to, how to contact if a problem 
with the bill and for warranty purposes 

Account number Business reference number for the individual debtor 
Amount including GST So debtor knows how much to pay 

The tax invoice/statement clearly states that the customer paid in 
full 

Details of items purchased For checking the correct goods were sold to the person who has 
been charged 

 
Payslip from spotless  
 

Key Information Why this information is useful for the entity 
Name Employee’s name. What is the person’s name? 
Hours Shows how many hours the employee worked and is being paid 

for 
Tax Shows how much tax the employee has to pay 
Bank account Shows the employee’s bank account the money is being paid 

into 
Net pay This is the pay that after all the deductions is being paid into the 

bank account 
 
Kiwibank bank statement  
 

Key Information Why this information is useful for the entity 
Statement period This shows the time frame that the statement covers, a month 
Fees and interest Shows how much the person has been charged to run the 

account 
Bank balance The amount that is in the account at the end of the period 
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Exemplar for internal assessment resource Accounting for Achievement Standard 90982 

 Grade Boundary: High Not Achieved 

6. For Achieved, the student needs to demonstrate understanding of cash 
management for a small entity. 
 
This means: 
 

• identifying key information on financial documents 
• identifying the entity’s key cash control procedures to safeguard cash. 

 
The student has used a transcript of an interview that produced responses for both 
a farming entity and the household (1).  
 
The student has listed direct credit as an income method, and three payment 
methods (2).  
 
The student has identified how cash control methods safeguard cash (3).  
 
The student has provided information about three relevant source documents, and 
generic statements have been used to describe their use (4). 
 
To reach Achieved the student could:  
 

• demonstrate understanding that all responses should relate to one entity - 
references to the farm entity are not relevant (1) 

• ensure that details are provided for how methods and information are 
used, for example the amount that was spent for the petrol and newspaper 
at Mobil (4). 
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Interview 
 
Q How is income received by you or the household? What makes this a good method for 

receiving income? 
A Our household earns money by having our own business. Part of the household earnings 

is taken from the business as drawings. I also get paid a monthly salary for working as 
an accountant for the business. The money is direct credited monthly into a joint cheque 
account. Another form of income is selling cattle. 
The direct debit is a good method because I can budget due to the consistency of the 
same amount of money being transferred each month. 

 
Q Is any other cash or income received in a different form? How is this managed? 
A Another income is received via the sale of cattle and payment is received by cheque and 

banked into the cheque account. Interest is also received into our household savings 
account.  

 
Q How is cash on hand kept safe by you and how does this help you to safeguard your 

cash? 
A We do not hold large amounts of cash in our house. It is all kept in our bank accounts 

and the small amounts we do hold are kept in wallets. 
 
Q Do you keep any documents regarding income or other cash received? If so, how are 

these stored and why? 
A Yes, all our bank statements are kept at our business address. Replacement 

chequebooks are kept in a safe/vault at our business. They are kept at the office for 
convenience for putting into a computerised system and for producing yearly accounts. 
The chequebooks are kept in the safe in case of break-ins etc. 

 
Q Do you keep a running record of your bank balance? If so, how is this kept and when is it 

updated and why? 
A Yes, I do keep a running record of my bank balance and my cheque book and I reconcile 

when bank statements are received. This helps me keep track of how much I am 
spending and helps ensure that all written cheques are presented. 

 
Q What methods of payment are used by you? 
A Cheque, internet transfers, EFTPOS, Visa and cash. 
 
Q What receipts do you keep for the payments you make? How are these stored and why? 
A Receipts for cheque payments are kept in cheque number order in a box for each 

financial year. I only keep EFTPOS receipts for a month until they are checked off the 
bank statement. Visa statements are also only kept for a month. 

 
Report 
 
 Cash control procedure How the procedure manages and 

safeguards cash 
Cash received Direct credit to a bank account This is a good procedure because 

you can find out how much money 
you’re earning online, helps with 
budgeting etc. It also safeguards 
earnings because only a person 
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with your password can access it 
Cash on hand Small amounts kept in wallets The householder I interviewed said 

they don’t keep much cash on hand 
and the little they do is kept in 
wallets  

 
 
 
 
 
 
Cash payments 
 

Cash control procedure How the procedure manages and 
safeguards cash 

Cheque Requires a signature to be 
accepted. Can be crossed so only 
the receiver can bank it  

Internet banking Secure site that requires a 
password to log in  

EFTPOS You can cancel your card if it gets 
stolen. A pin number is required to 
use it  

 
 
Financial documents 
 
Elgas LPG Supplier’s tax invoice 
This invoice related to a business a householder owned or was employed by. It was unrelated to the 
entity at the centre of this assessment, the household. 
 

Key Information How is it helpful to householder 
GST charged If you can claim GST it tells you how much 
Balance Tells you how much money you owe 
Amount due How much money you are being billed in total 
Overdue Tells you if you are behind in payments 
Customer number You can log on to the company’s website and pay bills etc. 
 
Mobil Visa receipt for petrol and newspaper 
 

Key Information How is it helpful to householder 
Date/time You can check it against your Visa balance 
Purchase How much the item/service you’re paying for costs 
Total Full amount paid in NZ dollars 
Address of transaction Where you bought/paid for the good/service 
 
NZ Post EFTPOS receipt for registering a vehicle 
 

Key Information How is it helpful to householder 
Product You can make sure the store charged you for the right product 
Quantity You can check that the store hasn’t charged you for extra items 
Time/date You can check it against your bank balance 
Purchase How much a single item costs in case the store overcharged you 
Total Total amount you paid so you can check it against your account 
 
Similar information was provided for a fourth document, an ATM slip for withdrawing $200. 
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